Register of Individual Interests

Council members should abide by the Society Conflicts of Interest Policy and are asked to fill in the Register of Individual Interests below.

NAME: Judith Armitage

Consultancies and/or direct employment and fee paid work – past 3 years to date
Any paid consultancy, employment, partnership, directorship, or position in (or for) any organisation either directly or indirectly related to the work of the Society.
Declared interest: (please state organisation, position, and date).
- University of Oxford, Professor of Biochemistry from 1985 to 2019
- Elsevier, Editor in Chief Current Opinion in Microbiology from 2016-2022
- Scientific and Industrial Advisory Board of the John Innes Research Centre, Chair, and trustee from 2020-2022

Shareholdings
Any shareholdings or other financial or beneficial interests in a private company or body that may give rise to a conflict of interests.
Declared interests: (Please state company and amount)
- None

Fellowships/Trusteeships & Membership of Voluntary Bodies, inc. other Learned Societies – past 3 years to date
Any other outside interests which may be relevant to your appointed role in the Society, e.g., unremunerated posts, honorary positions, and other connections, which may give rise to a conflict of interests or of trust.
Declared interests: (please state organisation and position)
- Merton College Oxford, Fellow and Trustee (Governing Body Fellow)
- Lister Institute for Preventive Medicine, Member of Governing Body and Trustee, Member of Finance Committee

Other Personal Interests Not Covered Above, including those of family members, which may give rise to a conflict of interests
Declared interests:
- None

NAME: Mark Harris

Consultancies and/or direct employment and fee paid work – past 3 years to date
Any paid consultancy, employment, partnership, directorship, or position in (or for) any organisation either directly or indirectly related to the work of the Society.
Declared interest: (please state organisation, position, and date).
- Member of the Medical Research Council Career Development Award Panel from 2014-2018, and current member of the European Research Council Advanced Grants panel LS6 (Infection and Immunity)
• External examiner for MSc in Medical Microbiology, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
• External examiner for MSc in Molecular Biology and Pathology of Viruses, Imperial College (2013-2017)
• External assessor for University Fellowship scheme, Newcastle University 2019

Shareholdings
Any shareholdings or other financial or beneficial interests in a private company or body that may give rise to a conflict of interests.
Declared interests: (Please state company and amount)
• None

Fellowships/Trusteeships & Membership of Voluntary Bodies, inc. other Learned Societies – past 3 years to date
Any other outside interests which may be relevant to your appointed role in the Society, e.g., unremunerated posts, honorary positions, and other connections, which may give rise to a conflict of interests or of trust.
Declared interests: (please state organisation and position)
• None

Other Personal Interests Not Covered Above, including those of family members, which may give rise to a conflict of interests
Declared interests:
• None

NAME: Robin May

Consultancies and/or direct employment and fee paid work – past 3 years to date
Any paid consultancy, employment, partnership, directorship, or position in (or for) any organisation either directly or indirectly related to the work of the Society.
Declared interest: (please state organisation, position, and date).
• Salaried positions - I am currently seconded (60%) to the UK Government as Chief Scientific Advisor for the Food Standards Agency, with the remaining 40% of my time as an academic at the University of Birmingham.
• Other fee-paid work – I serve as an academic editor for Science Advances and receive an annual honorarium for that work.

Shareholdings
Any shareholdings or other financial or beneficial interests in a private company or body that may give rise to a conflict of interests.
Declared interests: (Please state company and amount)
• None

Fellowships/Trusteeships & Membership of Voluntary Bodies, inc. other Learned Societies – past 3 years to date
Any other outside interests which may be relevant to your appointed role in the Society, e.g., unremunerated posts, honorary positions, and other connections, which may give rise to a conflict of interests or of trust.
Declared interests: (please state organisation and position)
- I am a Fellow of the American Society of Microbiology and a member of the British Society for Immunology and British Society for Medical Mycology. I do not hold committee roles with any of these societies.

Other Personal Interests Not Covered Above, including those of family members, which may give rise to a conflict of interests

Declared interests:
- None

NAME: Jose A. Bengoechea

Consultancies and/or direct employment and fee paid work – past 3 years to date

Any paid consultancy, employment, partnership, directorship, or position in (or for) any organisation either directly or indirectly related to the work of the Society.

Declared interest: (please state organisation, position, and date).
- None

Shareholdings

Any shareholdings or other financial or beneficial interests in a private company or body that may give rise to a conflict of interests.

Declared interests: (Please state company and amount)
- None

Fellowships/Trusteeships & Membership of Voluntary Bodies, inc. other Learned Societies – past 3 years to date

Any other outside interests which may be relevant to your appointed role in the Society, e.g., unremunerated posts, honorary positions, and other connections, which may give rise to a conflict of interests or of trust.

Declared interests: (please state organisation and position)
- Microbiology Society (member Irish Division)
- American Society of Microbiology (member)
- Spanish Society of Microbiology (member)

Other Personal Interests Not Covered Above, including those of family members, which may give rise to a conflict of interests

Declared interests:
- None

NAME: Paul Hoskisson

Consultancies and/or direct employment and fee paid work – past 3 years to date

Any paid consultancy, employment, partnership, directorship, or position in (or for) any organisation either directly or indirectly related to the work of the Society.

Declared interest: (please state organisation, position, and date).
- External Examiner Imperial College London (2016-2020)
- External Examiner University of Nottingham (2015-2019)
- External Examiner University of Swansea (2018-2021)
- External Examiner University of Cork (2020-2024)
**Shareholdings**
Any shareholdings or other financial or beneficial interests in a private company or body that may give rise to a conflict of interests.

*Declared interests*: (Please state company and amount)
- Brewdog - £500

**Fellowships/Trusteeships & Membership of Voluntary Bodies, inc. other Learned Societies – past 3 years to date**
Any other outside interests which may be relevant to your appointed role in the Society, e.g., unremunerated posts, honorary positions, and other connections, which may give rise to a conflict of interests or of trust.

*Declared interests*: (please state organisation and position)
- Royal Academy of Engineering – Research Chair in Antibiotic Engineering (Fellowship) – 2020-2025
- Royal Society of Biology Council member (2017-2021)
- Member of American Society of Microbiology
- Member of Society for Applied Microbiology
- Member of Biochemical Society
- Fellow of Royal Society of Biology

**Other Personal Interests Not Covered Above, including those of family members, which may give rise to a conflict of interests**

*Declared interests*: 
- None

---

**NAME: Chloe James**

**Consultancies and/or direct employment and fee paid work – past 3 years to date**
Any paid consultancy, employment, partnership, directorship, or position in (or for) any organisation either directly or indirectly related to the work of the Society.

*Declared interest*: (please state organisation, position, and date).
- University of Salford – currently employed as a fulltime lecturer in microbiology – 2012 – permanent
- University of Liverpool – External examiner for microbiology PhD viva – one off
- University of Northumbria – External examiner for microbiology PhD viva – one off
- Manchester Metropolitan University – External examiner for microbiology PhD – one off

**Shareholdings**
Any shareholdings or other financial or beneficial interests in a private company or body that may give rise to a conflict of interests.

*Declared interests*: (Please state company and amount)
- None
### Fellowships/Trusteeships & Membership of Voluntary Bodies, inc. other Learned Societies – past 3 years to date
Any other outside interests which may be relevant to your appointed role in the Society, e.g., unremunerated posts, honorary positions, and other connections, which may give rise to a conflict of interests or of trust.

*Declared interests*: (please state organisation and position)
- None

### Other Personal Interests Not Covered Above, including those of family members, which may give rise to a conflict of interests

*Declared interests*:
- None

---

### NAME: Paul Kellam

### Consultancies and/or direct employment and fee paid work – past 3 years to date
Any paid consultancy, employment, partnership, directorship, or position in (or for) any organisation either directly or indirectly related to the work of the Society.

*Declared interest*: (please state organisation, position, and date).
- Employed by Kymab Ltd as Vice President of Infectious Diseases & Vaccines
- Employed by Imperial College as Professor of Virus Genetics
- Paid consultant and expert witness for ViiV Healthcare via Simmonds & Simmonds with respect to HIV therapies.
- Director of Consultancy company FortyOneL Consulting.

### Shareholdings
Any shareholdings or other financial or beneficial interests in a private company or body that may give rise to a conflict of interests.

*Declared interests*: (Please state company and amount)
- Kymab Ltd, option on 1200 shares valued at £0.01

### Fellowships/Trusteeships & Membership of Voluntary Bodies, inc. other Learned Societies – past 3 years to date
Any other outside interests which may be relevant to your appointed role in the Society, e.g., unremunerated posts, honorary positions, and other connections, which may give rise to a conflict of interests or of trust.

*Declared interests*: (please state organisation and position)
- Fellow of The American Academy of Microbiology 2015

### Other Personal Interests Not Covered Above, including those of family members, which may give rise to a conflict of interests

*Declared interests*:
- None
NAME: John Morrissey

Consultancies and/or direct employment and fee paid work – past 3 years to date
Any paid consultancy, employment, partnership, directorship, or position in (or for) any organisation either directly or indirectly related to the work of the Society.
Declared interest: (please state organisation, position, and date).
- None

Shareholdings
Any shareholdings or other financial or beneficial interests in a private company or body that may give rise to a conflict of interests.
Declared interests: (Please state company and amount)
- None

Fellowships/Trusteeships & Membership of Voluntary Bodies, inc. other Learned Societies – past 3 years to date
Any other outside interests which may be relevant to your appointed role in the Society, e.g., unremunerated posts, honorary positions, and other connections, which may give rise to a conflict of interests or of trust.
Declared interests: (please state organisation and position)
- International Commission on Yeasts: Ireland Delegate
- European Federation of Biotechnology: Member of Microbial Physiology Board
- Irish Fungal Society: Member
- Member of Biochemical Society Member and local representative of the Genetics Society

Other Personal Interests Not Covered Above, including those of family members, which may give rise to a conflict of interests
Declared interests:
- None

NAME: Colman O’ Cathail

Consultancies and/or direct employment and fee paid work – past 3 years to date
Any paid consultancy, employment, partnership, directorship, or position in (or for) any organisation either directly or indirectly related to the work of the Society.
Declared interest: (please state organisation, position, and date).
- None

Shareholdings
Any shareholdings or other financial or beneficial interests in a private company or body that may give rise to a conflict of interests.
Declared interests: (Please state company and amount)
- None

Fellowships/Trusteeships & Membership of Voluntary Bodies, inc. other Learned Societies – past 3 years to date
Any other outside interests which may be relevant to your appointed role in the Society, e.g., unremunerated posts, honorary positions, and other connections, which may give rise to a conflict of interests or of trust.
Declared interests: (please state organisation and position)
- Member of the Linnaean Society

**Other Personal Interests Not Covered Above, including those of family members, which may give rise to a conflict of interests**

*Declared interests:*
- None

---

**NAME: Tadhg Ó Cróinín**

**Consultancies and/or direct employment and fee paid work – past 3 years to date**

*Declared interest:* (please state organisation, position, and date).
- None

**Shareholdings**

*Declared interests:* (Please state company and amount)
- None

**Fellowships/Trusteeships & Membership of Voluntary Bodies, inc. other Learned Societies – past 3 years to date**

*Declared interests:* (please state organisation and position)
- Member of American Society of Microbiology

**Other Personal Interests Not Covered Above, including those of family members, which may give rise to a conflict of interests**

*Declared interests:*
- None

---

**NAME: Stephen Smith**

**Consultancies and/or direct employment and fee paid work – past 3 years to date**

*Declared interest:* (please state organisation, position, and date).
- None

**Shareholdings**

*Declared interests:* (Please state company and amount)
- None
**Fellowships/Trusteeships & Membership of Voluntary Bodies, inc. other Learned Societies – past 3 years to date**

Any other outside interests which may be relevant to your appointed role in the Society, e.g., unremunerated posts, honorary positions, and other connections, which may give rise to a conflict of interests or of trust.

*Declared interests*: (please state organisation and position)
- None

**Other Personal Interests Not Covered Above, including those of family members, which may give rise to a conflict of interests**

*Declared interests*:
- None

---

**NAME: Laura Bowater**

**Consultancies and/or direct employment and fee paid work – past 3 years to date**

Any paid consultancy, employment, partnership, directorship, or position in (or for) any organisation either directly or indirectly related to the work of the Society.

*Declared interest*: (please state organisation, position, and date).
- The European Union Evaluator and Monitor for SwaFs grants since 2015

**Shareholdings**

Any shareholdings or other financial or beneficial interests in a private company or body that may give rise to a conflict of interests.

*Declared interests*: (Please state company and amount)
- None

**Fellowships/Trusteeships & Membership of Voluntary Bodies, inc. other Learned Societies – past 3 years to date**

Any other outside interests which may be relevant to your appointed role in the Society, e.g., unremunerated posts, honorary positions, and other connections, which may give rise to a conflict of interests or of trust.

*Declared interests*: (please state organisation and position)
- School Governor Long Stratton High School Since 2017
- School Governor Inspiration Trust Great Yarmouth Primary Schools Since 2020
- Member of Great Yarmouth Town Board Since 2019

**Other Personal Interests Not Covered Above, including those of family members, which may give rise to a conflict of interests**

*Declared interests*:
- None

---

**NAME: Sharon Brookes (Wade)**

**Consultancies and/or direct employment and fee paid work – past 3 years to date**

Any paid consultancy, employment, partnership, directorship, or position in (or for) any organisation either directly or indirectly related to the work of the Society.

*Declared interest*: (please state organisation, position, and date).
- Andrew Wade Ltd, Director since 16/06/2010
- University of Nottingham, PhD examiner, Nov 2012
- Deakin University, PhD Examiner, Dec 2015
- St Georges, University of London, PhD Examiner, Nov 2018
- OPTIMISED HEALTHCARE LIMITED, Scientific Advisor (unpaid), 2016

**Shareholdings**
Any shareholdings or other financial or beneficial interests in a private company or body that may give rise to a conflict of interests.

*Declared interests*: (Please state company and amount)
- None

**Fellowships/Trusteeships & Membership of Voluntary Bodies, inc. other Learned Societies – past 3 years to date**
Any other outside interests which may be relevant to your appointed role in the Society, e.g., unremunerated posts, honorary positions, and other connections, which may give rise to a conflict of interests or of trust.

*Declared interests*: (please state organisation and position)
- Veterinary Research Club – member, Junior Vice President 2020, President 2021
- Association of Veterinary Teachers and Research Workers – member
- Royal Society of Biology – Fellow
- International Society for Influenza and other Respiratory Diseases member
- International Veterinary Vaccinology Network (IVVN)
- Government Science and Engineering Profession Registered (UK)
- Royal College of Pathologists (fellowship application submitted July 2020)

**Other Personal Interests Not Covered Above, including those of family members, which may give rise to a conflict of interests**

*Declared interests*:
- None

---

**NAME: Deirdre Devine**

**Consultancies and/or direct employment and fee paid work – past 3 years to date**
Any paid consultancy, employment, partnership, directorship, or position in (or for) any organisation either directly or indirectly related to the work of the Society.

*Declared interest*: (please state organisation, position, and date).
- Probiotics International, consultancy and purchase of potential probiotic bacteria, 07/2016-06/2018

**Shareholdings**
Any shareholdings or other financial or beneficial interests in a private company or body that may give rise to a conflict of interests.

*Declared interests*: (Please state company and amount)
- Nationwide Building Society – 50 shares

---

*Shareholdings*

Any shareholdings or other financial or beneficial interests in a private company or body that may give rise to a conflict of interests.

*Declared interests*: (Please state company and amount)
- Nationwide Building Society – 50 shares
### Fellowships/Trusteeships & Membership of Voluntary Bodies, inc. other Learned Societies – past 3 years to date

Any other outside interests which may be relevant to your appointed role in the Society, e.g., unremunerated posts, honorary positions, and other connections, which may give rise to a conflict of interests or of trust.

*Declared interests*: (please state organisation and position)
- None

### Other Personal Interests Not Covered Above, including those of family members, which may give rise to a conflict of interests

*Declared interests*: None

---

**NAME: Andrew Edwards**

### Consultancies and/or direct employment and fee paid work – past 3 years to date

Any paid consultancy, employment, partnership, directorship, or position in (or for) any organisation either directly or indirectly related to the work of the Society.

*Declared interest*: (please state organisation, position, and date).
- None

### Shareholdings

Any shareholdings or other financial or beneficial interests in a private company or body that may give rise to a conflict of interests.

*Declared interests*: (Please state company and amount)
- None

### Fellowships/Trusteeships & Membership of Voluntary Bodies, inc. other Learned Societies – past 3 years to date

Any other outside interests which may be relevant to your appointed role in the Society, e.g., unremunerated posts, honorary positions, and other connections, which may give rise to a conflict of interests or of trust.

*Declared interests*: (please state organisation and position)
- None

### Other Personal Interests Not Covered Above, including those of family members, which may give rise to a conflict of interests

*Declared interests*: None